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Foreword
Dear Reader.
The international conference engineered transparency takes place for the first time from 29¬
30* September 2010 in Dusseldorf As an additional event within the glasstec, you will find
here a unique forum of specialised discussion between architects, engineers, researchers,
fagade engineers and the glass industry. The local vicinity to glasstec enables the outstanding opportunity of obtaining comprehensive infonnation by visiting this conference
and the trade fair. The glasstec is the worldwide leading trade fair of glass, glass production, glass mechanical engineering and glass handcraft with more than 1000 exhibitors from
more than 45 countries.
The papers of the keynote-speakers introduce the proceedings. They give an inspiration to
glass, architecture, present innovative glass constructions, latest technical developments
and outstanding projects. Fuithemiore, damages on glass stmctures and the conclusions of
evaluating them are presented and discussed. As representatives of leading engineering
offices they provide examples in glass constnictions for future inspirations.

Scientific Committee

Prof dr. ir. arch. Jan Belis, U Gent, BE
Prof. Fabrice Bernard, INSA Rennes, FR
Prof Paulo Cruz, U Minho, PT
Prof Dr.-Ing. Markus Feldmann, RWTH Aachen, DE
Prof Maurizio Froli, U Pisa, IT

Afterwards you will find approximately 60 session papers about the cuiTent loiowledge in
the field of stmctural glass, stmctural design, architectural design, fixings and fittings, built
projects, composites and coatings as well as solar technology. Thereafter the papers of all
poster presenters follow. All these papers gives you the opportunity to learn more about
glass constmctions after the lectures. We hope that our efforts in providing the right layout
of this proceedings contribute to the pleasure in readuig this book.

Prof Dr.-Ing. Ulrich Knaack, TU Delft, NL
Dr. Mauro Overend, U Cambridge, UK
Prof Dr.-Ing. Geralt Siebert, UBw München, DE

The organisation team of engineeredttansparencythanks all contributors to the conference.
Our special thanks go to the keynote-speakers as well as all the other presenters. Furthermore, we thanli the members of the scientific committee for the professional support, the
supporting organisations of the conference and of course all participants.
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